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FIBREDEALS
CANADA’S MOST POPULAR HOT WATER EXTRACTOR!

150PSI
200PSI
Leading the pack, the Esteam CSA approved
NINJA CLASSIC™ portable extractors offer
convenience and reliability like no other. Rely on
Canada’s most popular extractors to save you
time and money!

500PSI

$300 OFF
$400 OFF
$500 OFF
(all models)

All Ninja Classic’s come with 25’ of hoses and your choice of a 2-jet LP/HP carpet wand or a 4” No-Drip upholstery tool with VAC Release.

HYDRO-FORCE™ SX-15™
HARD SURFACE
CLEANING TOOL

25 O
% VER
O
FF

25 O
% VER
O
FF

HYDRO-FORCE™ CX-15™
CARPET CLEANING
ROTARY TOOL

NOW ONLY
Leave the competition behind!
Make quick work out of any job
with the industry’s most advanced
hard-surface tool.

NOW ONLY
800.465.3898

$

995

BETTER CLEANING
Tool head traps heat for
hotter cleaning. Rotary jets
clean fibers from all sides.
And 4,000 cleaning passes
per minute blast dirt away.

$

1395
Regular Price
$1874.66

safetyexpress.com
fibreclean.com
FASTER DRYING

selectpro.ca

Hydro-Glide and smooth chamber
TORONTO | VANCOUVER | KELOWNA | CALGARY | EDMONTON | SASKATOON | WINNIPEG | OTTAWA | MONTRÉAL | BROSSARD | QUÉBEC | MONCTON
design maximize air flow and velocity.

Regular Price
$1360.85

800.465.3898

LIGHT
Tool is 20 lbs. compared to an 80 lb.
safetyexpress.com
electric rotary selectpro.ca
machine

fibreclean.com

TORONTO | VANCOUVER | KELOWNA | CALGARY | EDMONTON | SASKATOON | WINNIPEG | OTTAWA | MONTRÉAL | BROSSARD | QUÉBEC | MONCTON

Offers valid from August 1 - 31, 2018 while supplies last. No other discounts apply.

800.465.3898

safetyexpress.com

fibreclean.com

TORONTO | VANCOUVER | KELOWNA | CALGARY | EDMONTON | SASKATOON | WINNIPEG | OTTAWA | MONTRÉAL | BROSSARD | QUÉBEC | MONCTON
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QUANTUM
QUANTUM

Chemical Residue Remover
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Peroxide-Free
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Chemical TIME
Residue Remover

Safe & Non-Toxic
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Chemical Residue Remover

m
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Works Fast, Saves Time

Peroxide-Free

Peroxide-Free

Safe & Non-Toxic

Safe & Non-Toxic

QUANTUM
Time

Benefect Quantum Residue Remover is a high performance bio-based & peroxide-free
cleaner specifically formulated for removal of microscopic chemical
residues, Fast,
particularly
Works
Saves
from clandestine or illicit drug use & production (such as methamphetamine, fentanyl,
heroin, oxycodone etc.). Also effective for allergens. Lab tested & field proven.

Works Fast, Saves Time

Benefect Quantum Residue Remover is a high performance bio-based & peroxide-free

QUANTUM

Buy a case of
Benefect Decon 30

specifically formulated for removal of microscopic chemical residues, particularly
Unparalleledcleaner
Cleaning
Efficiency
from clandestine or illicit drug use & production (such as methamphetamine, fentanyl,
Quantum surpasses
the most
stringent
standards
for Lab
safety
& &cleaning
efficiency by
heroin, oxycodone
etc.).
Also effective
for allergens.
tested
field proven.
rapidly reducing residues down to the smallest levels possible (called quantum amounts),
Unparalleled Cleaning Efficiency
in only 10 minutes!
Current
international
standards
for
decontamination
Quantum
surpasses
the most stringent
standards
formethamphetamine
safety & cleaning efficiency
by
Benefect
Quantum Residue Remover is a high performance bio-based & peroxide-free
reducing
residues down
the smallest levels
possible (called quantum
amounts),
promote saferapidly
cleaning
& removal,
not to
neutralization,
encapsulation
or oxidization.
in only 10(such
minutes!
international
standards
methamphetamine
decontamination
specifically
formulated for removal of microscopic chemical residues, particularly
Traditional oxidizers
asCurrent
hydrogen
peroxide)
canforcreate
unknowncleaner
by-products
& voes
promote safe cleaning & removal, not neutralization, encapsulation or oxidization.
which can also
be hazardous. Quantum uses optimized dynamic surfactants
&& counter
from clandestine
or illicit drug use & production (such as methamphetamine, fentanyl,
Traditional oxidizers (such as hydrogen peroxide) can create unknown by-products
voes
ions to disperse
&
suspend
organic
chemical
contaminants
for
simple,
complete
removal.
which can also be hazardous. Quantum uses optimized dynamic surfactants & counter

Chemical Residue Remover
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REMOVER Cleaner

Peroxide-Free

Safe & Non-Toxic
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Works Fast, Saves Time

PEROXIDE-FREE

Chemical Residue Remove
Peroxide-Free
Safe & Non-Toxic

(4 jugs)

heroin, oxycodone etc.). Also effective for allergens. Lab tested & field proven.

ions to disperse & suspend organic chemical contaminants for simple, complete removal.

QUANTUM

Works Fast, Saves Time

Unparalleled Safety
Unparalleled Safety
Unparalleled
Cleaning Efficiency
Quantum is also
safe for skin & if inhaled & won’t damage common indoor
surfaces.
Quantum is also safe for skin & if inhaled & won’t damage common indoor surfaces.
Quantum contains
only
botanically-sourced
or sustainable
& does
NOT surpasses
contain
Quantum
contains
only botanically-sourced
or sustainable ingredients
ingredients & Quantum
does
NOT contain
the most stringent standards for safety & cleaning efficiency by
any
voes
(Volatile
Organic
Compounds),
oxidizers
such
as
hydrogen
peroxide,
ammonia
any voes (Volatile Organic Compounds), oxidizers such as hydrogen peroxide, ammonia
BenefectnorQuantum
Residue
Remover
is a high
performance
bio-based
& peroxide-free
Benefect (called
Quantum
Residueamounts),
Remover is a high performance bio-based & peroxide-free
rapidly
reducing
residues down to the smallest levels possible
quantum
any bleach, chlorine,
petrochemicals,
phosphates,
solvents,
dyes, fragrances
or other
nor any bleach, chlorine, petrochemicals, phosphates, solvents, dyes, fragrances or other
hazardous or unnecessary
ingredients.
No mixingof
required,
product is ready
to use. residues, particularly
cleaner specifically
formulated
for removal
microscopic
chemical
cleaner specifically formulated for removal of microscopic chemical residues, particularly
onlyto10
hazardous or unnecessary ingredients. No mixing required, product isinready
use.minutes! Current international standards for methamphetamine decontamination

FREE

SAFE & NON-TOXIC

from clandestine or illicit drug use & production (such as methamphetamine, fentanyl,
from clandestine or illicit drug use & production (such as methamphetamine, fentanyl,
WORKS
FAST,
SAVES
TIME
promote
safeoncleaning & removal, not neutralization, encapsulation or oxidization.
IDEAL
FOR:oxycodone
for cleaningetc.).
& removal
contaminants
& residues
of organic
chemicals
pail
offor allergens. Lab tested & field proven.
heroin,
Also of
effective
for allergens.
Lab
tested &
field proven.
heroin, oxycodone etc.).
Also effective
IDEAL FOR: for cleaning & removal of contaminants & residues of organic chemicals on
non-porous & semi-porous surfaces (walls, floors etc.), items, fixtures & contents.

non-porous & semi-porous surfaces (walls, floors etc.), items, fixturesTraditional
& contents.

oxidizers (such as hydrogen peroxide) can create unknown by-products & voes

Unparalleled Cleaning Efficiency
Unparalleled Cleaning Efficiency
which
can also be Protective
hazardous. Quantum uses optimized
dynamic surfactants & counter
Production Sites
Crime
Scenes
Drug Use Sites
Equipment
Quantum surpasses the most stringent standards for safety & cleaning efficiency
by
Quantum surpasses the most stringent standards for safety & cleaning efficiency by
ions to disperse & suspendProtective
organic chemical contaminants for simple, complete removal.
rapidly
reducing
residues
down
to
the
smallest
levels
possible
(called
quantum
amounts),
rapidly
reducing residues down to the smallest levels possible (called quantum amounts),
Production Sites
Crime Scenes
Drug Use Sites
Equipment
in only 10 minutes! Current international standards for methamphetamine
in only 10 minutes! Current international standards for methamphetamine decontamination
Unparalleleddecontamination
Safety
promote safe cleaning & removal, not neutralization, encapsulation or oxidization.
promote safe cleaning & removal, not neutralization, encapsulation or oxidization.
Quantum is also safe for skin & if inhaled & won’t damage common indoor surfaces.
Traditional oxidizers (such as hydrogen peroxide) can create unknown by-products & voes
Traditional oxidizers (such as hydrogen peroxide) can create unknown by-products & voes
Quantum
contains
only
botanically-sourced
or
sustainable
& does NOT
contain
which can also be hazardous. Quantum uses optimized dynamic surfactants & counter
whichingredients
can also be hazardous.
Quantum
uses optimized dynamic surfactants & counter
any
voes
(Volatile
Organic
Compounds),
oxidizers
such
astohydrogen
ammonia
ions to disperse & suspend organic chemical contaminants for simple, complete removal.
ions
disperse &peroxide,
suspend organic
chemical contaminants for simple, complete removal.

Benefect
Disinfectant Wipes*
Offer valid August and September 2018**

nor any bleach, chlorine, petrochemicals, phosphates, solvents, dyes, fragrances or other

1-800-909-2813
www.Benefect.com
Unparalleled Safety
Unparalleled Safety
or unnecessary
ingredients. No mixing required,
product
ready
to use.
*Limit
ofalso
12issafe
free
pails
of
per
customer.
Quantum is also safe for skin & if inhaled & won’t damage hazardous
common indoor
surfaces.
Quantum
is
for
skin
& ifWipes
inhaled &
won’t
damage common indoor surfaces.
Quantum contains only botanically-sourced or sustainable ingredients & does NOT contain
Quantum contains
only botanically-sourced
sustainable ingredients & does NOT contain
**Available
while suppliesor last.
IDEAL
FOR:
for
cleaning
&
removal
of
contaminants
&
residues
of
organic
chemicals
on
any voes (Volatile Organic Compounds), oxidizers such as hydrogen peroxide, ammonia
any voes (Volatile Organic Compounds), oxidizers such as hydrogen peroxide, ammonia
non-porous
& semi-porous
items,
fixtures
& contents.
www.Benefect.com
nor any bleach, chlorine,1-800-909-2813
petrochemicals, phosphates, solvents,
dyes,
fragrances
or other surfaces (walls, floors etc.),nor
any bleach,
chlorine,
petrochemicals, phosphates, solvents, dyes, fragrances or other
hazardous or unnecessary ingredients. No mixing required, product is ready to use.
hazardous or unnecessary ingredients. No mixing required, product is ready to use.

EDUCATION

Production Sites
Crime Scenes
COURSE
SCHEDULE

IDEAL FOR: for cleaning & removal of contaminants & residues of organic chemicals on
non-porous & semi-porous surfaces (walls, floors etc.), items, fixtures & contents.

IDEAL FOR: for cleaning & removal of contaminants & residues of organic chemicals on
non-porous & semi-porous surfaces (walls, floors etc.), items, fixtures & contents.

Drug Use Sites

Drug Use Sites
AUGUST

Production Sites

Crime Scenes

Protective
Equipment

WRT - Water Restoration Technician		
OCT - Odour Control Technician			
WRT - Water Restoration Technician		
OCT - Odour Control Technician			
AMRT - Applied Microbial Restoration Technician		

800.465.3898
1-800-909-2813

SEPTEMBER
TORONTO | VANCOUVER

Drug Use Sites

Production Sites

August 7-9
August 10
August 13-15
August 16
August 27-30

safetyexpress.com
www.Benefect.com

1-800-909-2813

Protective
Equipment

Crime Scenes

Richmond
Richmond
Mississauga
Mississauga
Richmond

fibreclean.com
1-800-909-2813

www.Benefect.com

$549		
$349		
$549		
$349		
$1249

selectpro.ca
www.Benefect.com

| KELOWNA | CALGARY | EDMONTON | SASKATOON | WINNIPEG | OTTAWA | MONTRÉAL | BROSSARD | QUÉBEC | MONCTON

WRT - Water Restoration Technician		
WRT - Water Restoration Technician		
Asbestos Worker 				
CCT - Carpet
Cleaning Technician			
800.465.3898
safetyexpress.com
CCT - Carpet Cleaning Technician			

September 24-26
September 24-26
September 25-26
September
27-28
selectpro.ca
September 27-28

Edmonton
$549		
Mississauga
$549
Calgary
$495
Edmonton
fibreclean.com $449
Mississauga
$449		

TORONTO | VANCOUVER | KELOWNA | CALGARY | EDMONTON | SASKATOON | WINNIPEG | OTTAWA | MONTRÉAL | BROSSARD | QUÉBEC | MONCTON

Visit www.fibreclean.com for course information and registration forms.
800.465.3898

safetyexpress.com

fibreclean.com

TORONTO | VANCOUVER | KELOWNA | CALGARY | EDMONTON | SASKATOON | WINNIPEG | OTTAWA | MONTRÉAL | BROSSARD | QUÉBEC | MONCTON

Protective
Equipment

